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ADDENDUM #4
To:

ALL PROSPECTIVE FIRMS

Re:

INVITATION FOR BIDS: 17-018-KMB-Mattie Hubbard Jones Park

The Invitation for Bids, referenced above, is modified as follows: Responses to Question
1.

On sheet C1-2 there is some 6” PVC storm drain shown and notes describing the material. It does not
show this line attaching to an existing storm structure or an outlet on this line for the water collected to be
discharged. Where the water is collected, going? Daylight into existing swale.”
2.
Will the sign be included as part of this project or will the construction/installation of the sign be by
others? Electrical rough-in (raceway and conductors) is included in the contract. Concrete sign base is
included in the contract. The sign is furnished and installed b other.
3.
A detail for header curb is shown in the plans. Can a drawing or description be provided that indicates the
limits of where header curb is to be installed? See section cuts for locations.
4.
Will water supply for the water fountain come from an existing service onsite or will a new tap be
required? Existing water services shall be reused.
5.
It is unclear as to where wheel chair ramps will be provided for access. There is also a point at the plaza
entrance where the cross slope will be approximately 9%. This can probably be worked out in the field with
some minor modifications to the grades. Will this be expected to be worked out in the field by the contractor
to meet ADA requirements? ADA requirements must be met.
6.
Trash receptacles are indicated in the specs but I do not see locations or quantity on the plans. How many
trash receptacles shall be figured for the base bid? Zero
7. I see the location of the 6” PVC on the plans and what appears to be two new drain basins connected to
the 6” PVC. Is this correct and, will this pipe daylight to grade or tie into something existing? 6” Pvc is
new. Correct. Daylight into existing swale.
Please incorporate this change into the Invitation for Bid and acknowledge receipt of this addendum on your bid form.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Bradley
Kimberly Bradley
Procurement Officer III

